OFF-BOOK LITERATURE
FOR SALE AT THE RSO

LIVING CLEAN [COMMEMORATIVE and NUMBERED] $36.30
BASIC TEXT [GIFT EDITION] $30.00
JUST FOR TODAY [GIFT EDITION – REVISED, RED] $19.05
JUST FOR TODAY [COMMEMORATIVE, PURPLE] $36.30
IT WORKS HOW AND WHY gift edition $19.95
MIRACLES HAPPEN $32.00
POCKET SIZED
  BASIC TEXT $10.00
  IT WORKS HOW AND WHY EACH
LARGE PRINT
  BASIC TEXT $18.00
  IT WORKS HOW AND WHY $15.00
HEAT SENSITIVE COFFEE MUG [COLOR CHANGING] $19.00
BRONZE KEY CHAINS $6.50
YEARS - 18 MONTHS; 7; 10; 11; 12; AND 15 $11.50
SLUGFEST HOME GROUP BOOK $19.30
HISTORY WORKSHOP – WSC-25 CASSETTE TAPE SET $64.30
JUST FOR TODAY – VHS VIDEO $12.00
BASIC TEXT AUDIO CD $20.55
IT WORKS CASSETTE TAPE $23.10
BASIC TEXT CD ROM $16.75
RECOVERY TAPES SET OF 6 CASSETTES $11.40
RECOVERY TAPES SET OF 3 CASSETTES $9.40
RECOVERY TAPE #1 [IP'S 5:6:7:9:11:12 ETC] $2.95
RECOVERY TAPE #2 [WHITE BOOKLET & IP#24] $2.40
RECOVERY TAPE #3 [IP#22 & GROUP] $2.40
RECOVERY TAPE #4 [IP#20] $2.40
RECOVERY TAPE #5 [BEHIND THE WALLS] $2.40